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Extra
Textbooks
Available to
Students 'At
Library
$2000 Worth of
Textbooks Donated
By Ijeoma Matthew
Contributing Writer
The
Undergraduate
Student
Government has purchased textbooks worth just under $2000 for
general student use at the library in a
joint venture with the Baruch
College Bookstore and the Auxiliary
Enterprise Corporation.
"It helps students out if they can't
afford to get textbooks right away"
said Marsha Prospere, a CIS major
wbo thinks this is an important service for students.
"'We appreciate the interest students
have taken in the library," said
Douglas Duchin, head of Technical
Services for. the William and Anita
Newman Library. "We would not
have beenat-'Ie -to buy . these textbooks on the library's budget."
According to Duchin, this is not the
first time such a partnership was
formed. Various student governments, day and evening, have given
money for buying textbooks for the
library in previous years. Duchin
hopes that other student groups will
undertake similar ventures.
Dean of Students Ronald Aaron
agrees and believes that this is a positive use of funds. Aaron, as well as
Tadeo Silva, USG's vice president of
academic affairs, helped coordinate
this effort. This was the third time in
years that USG joined forces with the
See SAVEe page 3

Medgar
Evers Student
Government
Reinstated
After 7 Days
Suspension

Student 'Slips
and Falls' OR
Wet Library
Floor
By Hubert Reyes
News Editor

By Hubert Reyes
News Editor
After suspending the Medgar
Evers College Undergraduate
Student Association earlier this
month, the College's president reinstated the
government
last
Saturday. The students were suspended from carrying out their
duties for about a week before
President Edison O. Jackson,' amid
talks of legal action, decided to lift
the suspension.
Jackson informed the student
government of their suspension
through a letter on March 2, citing
the government's mishandling of
student activity fees and disrespect
for each other as the reasons that
.
.... .
. _._
lIP._~_SIlO
led to his decision.
The 2nd Floor of' the Wlilam and Anita NewmanUbrary on Thursday
"[The government] failed to repevening. Paula McSween fell lifter slipping on the ~ library floor.
resent the interest of students
(PhotcJilHubert Reyes)
through [their] failure to provide
timely allocations of student activitY... fees," .S!3-te~ .}~~~... ~'T.~j~ . ,
.evenr was the culmination. of a:
litany of actions during this academic year that proved to be detrimental to this institution."
Ava Browne invited Bookman, a
By Media Ariana
After the announcement, questhree-time Emmy Award winner,
Contributing Writer
tions regarding the validity of the
to share her experiences in the
suspension and proper procedures
There was a time when women broadcast journalism field.
were brought up by the students.
"Broadcasting is a large field
generally did not playa role in the
According to The Chronicle of
professional work force. They with many business aspects," said
Higher Education, Ronald B.
were supposed to have children, Browne. "I'm just trying to get
McGuire, a lawyer who has reprepeople aware of it."
care for a household and let the
sented CUNY students in similar
March 16, the day of the event,
men 'do the man's work: Today,
"situations with administrators, is
also marks the two-year anniverthis is not the case.
now representing some of the stuWABC-TV News Reporter and sary of Bookman's tenure at
dent leaders.
Anchor Sandra Bookman exempli- WABC-TV's Eyewitness News.
McGuire said that the suspension
fies the opposite. In honor of Getting to her current position
violated CUNY bylaws that allow
Women's
History
Month,
See ELECTRONIC, page 3 .
Electronic Media Club President
See MEDGAR, page 3

WABC-TV Anchorwoman
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Speaks at Baruch

I:\SIDE
In Features:
How to get rid of
your credit cards
and honored
freshmen

SeePage 5
In Op-Eds:
Dirty, Nasty
Bursar's office,
Cutting credIt.card Ios_ In Featu.... (
and why
Baruch's celebration of Black History Month wasn't

SeePage 9
In Business:
VITA tax service from Baruch students

In S p o r t s : .

March 20, 2000

SeePage 11
.

Minner's Fires Back, Baseball, Volleyball, and Tennis
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A Baruch student about to enter
the first floor of the William and
Anita Newman Library slipped and
fell last Thursday night.
Paula McSween had just finished
working on a Computer Information
Systems project with a friend on the
6th floor when they decided to make
a stop at the library.
McSween and her friend were about
to make the turn into the library turnstiles at the top of the second set of
stairs when she fell on the marble
floor.
McSween lay on the floor immovable and in visible pain, crying, as the
paramedics tried to lift her off the
floor and onto a stretcher.
The only Baruch Public Safery officer that was on library duty during
See iNJURED, page 3
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President
Soon to be
Chosen
Baruch alumnus
1 0/3 up/or
Position
By MarkTway
Contributing Writer
Irwin Engleman, a Baruch alumnus, is one of three candidates being
considered to fill the position of the
Baruch presidency. Engleman brings
an impressive. array of credentials.
After graduating from Baruch in
1955, Engleman rose though the
years to become Xerox's Vice
President
of
Finance
and
Administration by 1974. He went on
to hold a number of executive-level
positions including time served as
Chief Financial Officer of both the
Singer Company in 1978 and of.
General Foods Corporations in .1981.
He ultimately became the .Vice
Chainnan and Chief Administrative
Officer of Revlon Inc. in 1998.
An alumnus of Baruch and
Brooklyn Law School, he senses that
the College"is at the dawn of a great
new era." He points out the physical
manifestations of this rdmth such as
the Newman Library~.tberising &aiderniecomplex and the swollen coffers
of the Baruch College Fund~s endow
ment which is projedecl to toaIl-.e

See Sports

See DEClSlOJ!. page 3
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Decision 2000 --- Baruch Presidential Race Heats Up
ContilJlledfrom front
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than $100 milJion over the next 5 years.

her of areas' where he sees room for improve- of the Zicklin School will benefit the entire
mente He paid particular attention to non- college."
competitive faculty salary schedules, an
The success of the Zicklin School, and of
apparent lack of respect and support for
Baruch as a whole, will depend a great deal
Baruch from the New York City business upon the leadership provided to the school
community, skewed adjunct faculty ratios and
and to the students by the school's future
a lack of colpresident.
lege internship
Motivation
and cooperative
and experience
"I have enjoyed a career in industry play key roles
programs.
Engleman's
in determining
that-far
strategy
for
the best candihave
harbored
1955
when
solving these
date for the
problems and
job
was graduatedfromBaruch,"
strengthening
Engleman's
what he calls
qualifications
"Baruch's out_ Irwin Eneleman in this ~ea,
standing devel~'
best descnbed
opment"
in his own
involves
a
words,
are
.. strong reliance
obvious.
on a solid core curriculum provided to every
"I have enjoyed a career in industry that far
student by the Weissman School of Arts and
outstripped any ambition I might have harSciences. He envisions a national top-25
bored in 1955 when I was graduated from
ranking for the Zicklin School of Business Baruch," says Engleman. "I was Chief
within the next five years and he sees the Financial Officer of several major companies
potential of the School of Public Affairs to
and reached the pinnacle of management in
become a major regional and national player.
American Industry."
•

S eech Festival Pretlminsries
hursday, March 30 /12:30--2:30 PM

.

By Arlene Au-Yeung
Contributing Writer

president of Georgia Southern University.
According to the Atlanta Journal and
Constitution, in that time, GSU has doubled in
Dr. Nicholas L. Henry is one of three size, achieved university status, added procandidates who are being considered for the grams and faculty and seen the quality ofenterpresidency of Baruch College. On Feb. 28, ing freshmen improve.
Henry visited the school and was interviewed
An --undelgraduat~-uolderr Key National
by a committee of students composed of Honor Society member inquired about how
undergraduate and graduate students from the Henry intended to attract higher quality underthree schools.
graduate freshmen. Henry responded by disHenry said that within ten years, he could cussing HOPE, a scholarship awarded to
bring the Zicklin School of Business into the Georgia High School students who have a B or
top 25 business schools in the country. In better average. Henry stated in his resume that
responding to questions posed by members of GSU awarded over 4,000 of the scholarships,
the committee, Henry was professional, realis- . more than any other university in the state that
tic and honest.
has similar demographics.
For the pasrrt years. Henry bas served as the .
.rumny ~-a--~·a~loatesb-Iden~·exp~:-

Save Money: Borrow Texts On Reserve

1336/ E. 18th St.
Continuedfrom front

Festival Com

titian

Thursday, May 4 / 1 :30--2:30 PM
7th Fl. Conference Ctr.--750 / E. 25th St.
Rules for Participating;.
1. Only currently enrolled Baruch undergraduates may compete.
2. Your presentation should last between 5 and 7 minutes.
3. Your presentation must be extemporaneous (prepared, using minimal notes; no
reading from a script). Visual aids may be used.
4. Your presentation may be either informative orpersuasive.
5. Your presentation must be based on the use of AT LEAST 4 primary sources. A
neatly typed outline and a list of sources must be submitted in advance to be
considered for the preliminary round. (Include telephone number where you
can be reached).
6. A work-in-progress is acceptable for the preliminaries.

For further information and to apply, contact:
Prof. Susan Goldstein, 1342 / E.18th St. or call 387~1644
Coordinated by
Prof. Susan Goldstein, Speech Dept.,
Sponsored by the Vice President for Student Devel
.and Th.e Baruch Colle e Fund

On Feb. 29, 2000, Edward V. Regan,
a candidate for the Baruch College presidency
presented his proposal and vision for the position.
Present at the Forum were members of the
faculty, Alumni Association, two Student-Body
Representative, the Senior Administrator and
the Chairperson. Regan articulated his vision
for the school.
"I envision that Baruch, under my leadership,
would build on its -reputation for academic
excellence in business, public administration
an-d their liberal arts programs to gain national
prominence in those fields," said Regan.
4'While continuing to provide a superior postsecondary education for the City's first and second generation citizens, it additionally will
'make major contributions to the business, civic
and cultural life of New York City, and be recognized for doing for so doing," said Regan.
Increasing funding for the College seems to
be a primary mission for Regan. The money
raised would go towards such activities as hiring high-quality faculty and creating new
research positions.
,uFollowing the successes of Matthew
Goldstein, raising money for Baruch is also a

outstripped .anyambition I
in
I

might

Hundreds of Dollars in Cash Prizes
$$$ . Awarded for the
$$$
Top 3 Winning Presentations!!!

By Mia Small

,

~

TOl'ic:
Business and Education:
A Partnership for the Future

44The business .school is [Baruch'sllever-

Bookstore and the Auxiliary Corporation,
which is responsible for services like the
copy machines, to provide textbooks for the
library.
"A lot of people contributed to something
that's positive," said Aaron.
The exact total provided for the textbooks
was $1~950. USG and the Auxiliary
Corporation each agreed to donate half of
this sum.
The Bookstore was instrumental in determining which textbooks would be worthwhile to purchase.
"The idea was to try to maximize the greatest number of books to help the greatest number of students," said Aaron.
According to Sara Garabaldi, USG president, the Bookstore sold the textbooks at
non-profit prices.

his concerns about the school having a good
national status. Henry said he would improve
Baruch's national status.
According to his resume, Henry "increased
the academic quality of entering freshmen,"
whose average SAT scores increased by 43
points during his incumbency.
In addition, Henry has experience dealing
with a diverse population of faculty and students. "In Fall 1986, less than 5 percent of the
University's faculty were minorities, and less
than 35 percent were women; in Fall 1997, 8
percent of faculty were minorities, almost a
doubting, and 43 percent were women." For
the same period, the student population of
minorities also doubled, from less than 14 per-

dents, 25 percent of the GSU student body, has
consistently had higher retention rates than students of other ethnic groups.
Henry plans to capitalize on New York's
funding resources and to acquire private funding to improve the faculty and staff of Baruch.
At GSU, Henry initiated the first comprehensive General Campaign, with a goal of $15 million in fiveyears. At the close ofthe campaign,
$19,079,110 had been pledged or collected and
the known deferred gifts exceeded $23 million.
Henry has also been successful in raising the
salaries of the faculty and staff at : GSU.
According to his resume, "In 1990 and 1991,
faculty and staff salaries were raised by 14 percent, compared to a University System increase
-cenfli)""2S""~A1so~-Am~AiIf~-~-.'~on-petCeilT.- -

,Medgar
Evers Student Government Told
.
To Shape Up
Contiinuedfrom front

The key to this program, Aaron stressed, is
promotion and feedback. He suggests that
statistics on student utilization should be
evaluated and hopes that this venture will
continue with future undergraduate governments.
44This shows concern for students in the
broad sense, not just those affiliated with
clubs," said Aaron. "This is providing a different kind of service."
"Students should know that this is available
and tIult they should take advantage of it,"
said Garibaldi.
The textbooks are available to all undergraduate students at the library's reserve
desk. Students wishing to borrow them
should present their CUNY cards and course
numbers.

..

for a suspension only in the case of an emergency and states that a hearing should be held
within seven days of the suspension.
Jackson acknowledged that the suspension
was exorbitant but believed that such a
response was necessary.
"The suspension of the 1999-2000 Student
Government of Medgar Evers College last
week was drastic and necessary," stated
Jackson. "It was necessary because there was a
clear need to get the attention of the members
of the SGA Executive Committee."
A meeting between Jackson, SG~ and student clubs and organizations was held on
March 11. The 175 students in attendance heard
the president officially reinstate the SGA members and his lecture on his expectations from
the student government.
As part of Jackson's goal to restore the "order
and integrity" of the student association,

-

required a lot ofeffort. According to the Texas
native. after graduating from the University of
Texas with a degree in journalism, she struggled for many years before landing this position.
Bookman described some of the hardships
she had to overcome right out of college such
as going for six months unemployed.
Although she lacked experience, Bookman
persevered until she attained a part-time job
that eventually turned into a full-time position, Through that position. she made contacts
that led to a position in a Beaumont. Texas

-

fortable in front of the camera. Bookman con-

tinued. She moved to bigger markets such as
Raleigh, North Carolina and Atlanta, Georgia.
"There are certainly m-ore women than ever
and there are more women of color, but not
.enough," said Bookman, who is AfricanAmerican. She assured the journalism students that there are many more outlets for jobs
today than when she was starting out..
However, Bookman acknowledged that ''there
is not enough representation in our.news
directors, news rooms and management
staff."
'·Tt has always been hard, back then just as
today." said Bookman in reference to break:"!2 in tc the . ournalism field. Bookman
explained that it is usually better for aspiring

he would like members to "conduct themselves
in a professional and respectful manner at all
times, with zero tolerance for any form of disrespect towards others."
UWe feel gratified that it didn't have to go to
court," said McGuire who will continue to help
the students until they are back in their offices..
The administrators and staff of the College
seemed reluctant to share their thoughts on the
controversial suspension.
Jeff Sigler, director of Student Life at Medgar
Evers College, sternly declined to comment.
"At the moment I don't have information on
that," said Fred Price, director of Public
Relations. Price vehemently denied that he was
the college spokesperson and angrily hung up
the phone.
The suspension surprised Baruch's
Undergraduate Student Government President
Sara Garibaldi.

Injured Student
Taken to Bellevue

Electronic Media Club .Celebrates Women's History Month
With Award-Winning Journalist
Continuedfrom front

goal," said Regan. "I would. want to continue
e exce en program 0
nngmg cu ra
events to the campus."
As far as his view of the students, Regan was
visibly impressed.
"I, have toured the College campus and found
that the atmosphere- the studentsand the facilities- energized and impressed me even as a
brief visitor."
Before applying for the presidential position
here, Regan served in both the public and private sectors. Currently a Distinguished Fellow
at the Jerome Levy Economics Institute at Bard
College, a non-partisan, independently
endowed research organization, the Institute
has published several of his papers on publ ic
infrastructure investment and the tax-exempt
bond market. Before joining the Levy Institute
in 1993, Regan served 14 years as the New
York State Comptroller.
A graduate ofHobart College in 1952, Regan
earned a law degree from the State University
of New York School of Law in 1964 and served
as a lieutenant in the US Navy Air Intelligence
in from 1952 to 1953. He was a Buffalo City
Councilman from 1965 through 1969, and Erie
County executive from 1972 through 1978. He
ran two consumer products companies before
entering public service.

Continued From Front

Journalists to start in a small market and work
up to the bigger ones.
"The cream ofthe crop wi II float to the top,"
said Bookman.
The event was held as pan of the Electronic
Media Club's "Women in the Workforce" celebration. The club is an electronic radio, television and Internet organization that seeks to
introduce students to the overall broadcasting
industry.
"The turnout was great," said Browne.
"There was just enough people to make a
small group so that there \Va5 enough interaction."

the incident was Officer Barnes, who was not
available for comment.
Sgt. Koonce, the commanding officer on duty, .
had arrived on the site of the incident after the
occurance.
"We will be filing a report that will be made
available tomorrow," said Koonce.
Sgt. Koonce did not know how McSween fell
but did acknowledge that there were yellow
"Wet Floor Signs" around the area at the time of
the accident.

With additional renortin bv Dara A. Abrams,
Business Writer.
I

Christophe Mentor, a friend of\kS ..veens ' \\[:G
had got there minutes after he: taIL
McSween was transported to Bellevue
Hospital (or further treatment in an ambulance'.
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Credit Any One? Should We Take It or Reject It?

" .'..

Aggresive Credit Card Companies Targets Baruch Studens
By RaghuBommasamudran
Senior Staff Writer

"These days, it's all in the mind, it's elemental." That is a line by the famous 80's and 90's
band 'Tears for Fears." While the lyric does
not refer to the use of credit cards, it can. Let's
elaborate.
As college students, we value freedom. With
freedom comes responsibility. At least, It IS
what we are taught from an early age. It is
based on cultural values.
To be specific, we are all capable of spending
without exceeding our budgets. The key word
here is, "capable." (In other words, this is not
to say that credit card companies are blameless
or that there is no need for consumer protection
agencies.) With our minds in control as
opposed to our emotions or reflexes, we can
build up credit via small purchases such as gas,
food, and postal stamps.
The argument, which may seem bizarre on the
surface, is as follows. Our age group has historically been able to bring about radical
changes throughout the world, politically, as
well as economically. The age group between
18-34 is considered the bigger spender.
Our economy is going through many changes.
A trend ·-of~zaheR·is-takmg- place~. l'-helnternet rs changing the way people buy and the
way advertisers reach us. Our age group is at its
forefront. Clearly, therefore, we are capable of
handling our lines of credit.
It is generally pointless to scorn credit card
companies for marketing their Visas and
Mastercards available. We should have enough
discipline to either acquire them for proper use
or reject them. No longer are we in kindergarten nor should we depend on our parents to
pick up 100 percent of the tab. We should strive
A Barucb student c~ts bercredit eards iD laalf.: ImpulSe .Bdiag is tJilgered by extra eredit eards. (pboto/Jennifer Ding)
-"
to get away from spoonfeeding and be indeered late even if the payment is made on time out an established credit, which is usually done . company is camped on the comer of our colpendent.
The implication of this statement is not that but is not delivered on time. Unfortunately, we through obtaining a credit card, it can be diffi- lege or anywhere else for that matter to solicit
our business, stop to consider the following
of pro-republicanism. despite the fact that this do not have a perfect postal system. A late-fee cult to obtain a car, a house, or even a job.
It is also warranted to condemn them for their - questions: (I) Do I need to further build my
is imposed even if a customer makes on time
is an integral part of their philosophy. In fact,
government spending, which is an integral part payments ten times in a given year. Companies repetitive, aggressive telemarketing; especially credit? (2) Have I been able to keep up with the
after rebuking them on the fact that we are not bills? (3) Do I need to save up? (4) Can I avoid
of the democrats' platform can be used to pro- tend to exclude only one late-payment by
T-Shirt
paying finance charges? (5) Is that
tect consumers' interests, which are at the focus removing the late-fee charge once ina given always interested in their products.
We, as consumers, have come to know from or candy bar worth the possible hassles that I
of the rest ofthis discussion and lie on the other year, but this IS not enough. Furthermore, if a
company makes a mistake it usually apologizes ~ years of experience that nothing is free of may be put through?
side of the coin.
and
does little, if anything, to make up for it.
charge. One tactic used by many credit card
To conclude, we are free and capable ofmakcomplaints of some of the practices of the
Since thisisthe case, we, consumers, should companies to get our dollars is that we get to ing decisions; however, we have to consider
credit card companies are warranted. For one
thing, they have a policy that dictates outra- not have to put up with unfair contractual poli- keep a product even after canceling a subscrip- - possible consequences and evaluate ourselves,
geous charges for late payment, usually ranging cies, which are truly unilateral. In other words, tion. The hassle of going through cancellation our spending habits, and companies at the same
from $20 to $29, sometimes more. Another -when we sign up for a credit card, it is a "take is the price we pay, for we have to inform both time.
charge for over the limit if a person exceeds· the it or leave it" type of arrangement. We have no the credit card company as well as the respec.
maximum purchase dollars. A fee is consid- choice but to accept the seemingly universal tive merchant.
Therefore, the next time another credit card
rules of credit card companies. After all, with-

''''::::~~:::ijLStudent Development & Counseling

15121360 PAS
9am··Bpm

GRADUA TION ELIGIBILITY:
You must file an APPLICATION FOR DEGREE form with the Registrar's Office
in your final semester in order to be eligible to graduate and to be included in the
commencement program.

212·802·6772

©

2000
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Worldco LLC
IVY LEAGQE AND TOP
SCHOOL GRADS
Wanted for position of
Equity Trader
Worldco LLC, an established "self clearing" trading
firm, seeks bright determined individuals, with the drive
and commitment to become successful traders.

"There are movies that define every decade"_"Body shots' is one of these movies. It explores afew days in
the lives of 8 young men and women living in Los Angeles. After a night of alcohol, sex and moral choices,
things begin to go awry, and their lives will never be the same. The aftermath ofone night begins to take a
toll on each and everyone in the group. Values and self worth are challenged, friendships are threatened and
these four young men and four young women look back on what happened and struggle for the answers to
very difficult Questions.

For those with 3',6+ G~A' s~ a chance to trade with
firm's capital, with no capital contribution of your

The characters are based on stereotypical young adults who talk openly about how they feel regarding various issues which affect their lives. However, when one ofthem accuses another of rape, it forces many more
difficult discussions about what exactly happened that night. These four women and four men are forced to
remember what they did or what they ignored and face the consequences oftheir actions.

own.

While "Body Shots' deals with many of the important issues faced by teday's young adults, alcohol abuse and
its consequences seem to be the most significant. It is apparent that some of the characters have no recal·
lection of their choices cr actions and .some are dared to take sides and finally
_~f!1~ clean with honest impr~~sions oftheir friends. They are quick !Qj~~~_
others while trying to avoid being judged themselves. They all search for the
willingness to find the truth, face their deepest fears and forgive one another.

Experienced risk management and lecture program
give you support and instruction. Sponsorship for
Series 7: 55 and 24 exams. Join other Ivy-Ltague and
top school alum in a thriving trading environment.

By KiD. Piag Koo
Staff Writer

While it is a rite of passage for many students to experience Spring Break, think
before you act and eat before you drink. -Everything in moderation!-

Rent

THE CHALLENGE:
IIIICJEJY SI4CJ'IS'~today and write back toyour college paper or

log on to www.powerstud.nts.co......odyshotsto express your reactions, concerns and
solutions for the future ofyour generation and the generations to come.
•

Only you can make the difference.

rhol"lt!s@wldc.com
•
---

. Freshmen Recognized and
.Encouraged to "Get Involved"

/Js Spring Break approaches, plans are being made to party non-stop for days.
Many students will cut loose, and many more will witness first-hand the wild
behavior of their peers. The yearly college ritual of drinkfng too much, partying
too much and wearing too little can produce asimilar scenario as seen in
"Body Shots'.

Fax resume and cover letter 212..601·7010,
ATfN~· Robert Holmes e-mail resume and leuer
--~---

rree

<C 1999 New line Productions. Inc. All Rights Reserved. C 2000New Une Home Video. Inc. AllRights Reserved.
-

-

-~---~--
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4 North, 17 Lexington Ave. In addition to the
officers of Golden Key, Dr. Ron Aaron, ass0ciate dean of students, Professor Harw Rosen,
For the past nine years the Baruch College chairman of the management department, and
Chapter ofGolden Key has been the first orga- Professor Etan Bourkoff, director of the
nization on campus to acknowledge the acade- Baruch College Honors Program addressed the
mic achievements of freshman that first ' students and encouraged them .to "get
enrolled in the fall semester. This year's pro- involved" and make the most oftheir collegiate
gram recognized 172 freshman that earned experience at Baruch.
grade point averages of3.3 or higher and comCertificatesof recognition were distributed to
pleted a minimum of 12 credits during their each student and a reception followed in the
first semester ofstudy. Approximately 100 stu- Honors Lounge. During the reception, infonnaIeIQroriilUZiiiii1i"iii~t---,dentsattended the freshman recognition cere- tion tables for Golden Key and Phi Eta Sigma
mony that was held on May ~ 1999 in Room were set up.

•
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CEO of Tribeca Investments
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David Blanks •••••••••• • • • •• Editor-in-Chief
ticker_eic@Scsu.baruckcuny.edu

Shhh...
At the beginning of this month, Medgar Evers College President Edison

Vanessa Singh. . . . • • • • • • • .. • Executive Editor
ticker_arts@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

o.

Bryan Fleck • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Managing Editor
ticker_news@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

Jackson suspended the undergraduate student governmen.t.
Jackson accused members of the Student Government Association of fail-

Shan-san Wu .....•.••••.•.•.•. News Editor
tickernews J@hotmai/.com

ing to dutifully represent the interests" of the constituency they were elected to

Macollvie Jean-Francois . . . . . . .. News Editor
ticker_news@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

serve. Jackson said that "they had failed to come together as a body to

Hubert Reyes ............•.•.. News Editor"
ticker_news@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

serve the best interests of students." Jackson alluded to the student government's irresponsible spending and allocation of the student activity fees as

Michael Papilsky •.......•. Business Manager
tickerbus@usa.net

the basis for the suspension.

Graceann Hall. . . . . . . . . . . .. Business Editor
ticker_business@yahoo.com

After he felt that their punishment had been carried to the point where

Hasani Gittens
prototyp3@hotmail. com

they had learned their lesson (and after he was weakened by a threat of
legal action), Jackson broke down and reinstated the entire student govern-

Features /Ops Editor

Germania Vasquez .••.•.....Features Editor*
tickerJi!atures@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

ment this past week.

Jon Minners ..•................. Arts Editor
cyberasylumtdibigfoot.com

Jackson's actions bring our attention to our own student government. For

Kin Ping Koo

Jackson to cite SGA's misuse of student activity fees is ironic since there is a

Arts Editor

Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
ticker_sports~csu.baruckcuny.edu

USG representatives were out and about collecting signatures to getthe

Eliana Sussman

student activity fees referendum on the bollot for" next month's elections.

Copy Editor*

the_ticker@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

While signing the petition, did anyone- bother to check what the dollar

Advertising Manager

.Iessjca.Rubensrein

Jessica _Ticker@lzotmail.com

amounts would be? Did you even bother to ask what you were signing for,

Aditya Tiwathia

Advertising Assistant*

or did you just put your signature wherever you were asked to, as so many

the_licker@Scsu.baruch.cuny edu

of us are used to doing?

*Denotes acting

Speaking of elections, did anyone even realize that there won't be any

TEAM TICKER

elections come April? That's right. Since a competing political party was not

Production
Bryan Fleck, MacoIIvie Jean-Francois, Hasani
Gittens, Graceann Hall, Kenyatta Pious, Hubert
Reyes, Jessica Rubenstein, Vanessa Singh. Eliana
Sussman. Germania Vasquez, Shan-san Wu

put together to run against FIST, the reigning political party, the elections are
unnecessary.

Senior Staff
Sarah Ashfaq, Mark Heron, Kiro, Omolara
Laniyan, Fred Leon, Nicole Lovell, Trisha
Thomas, Vanessa Witenko, 1essica Zhou

Perhaps the Baruch students should heed Jackson's Advice: "Play a role in
the governance process and help to make a difference on your campus.
Whether you decide to be a candidate or to support the candidacy of one

Staff
Dara A Abrams, Media Ariana, Karl Boulware,
Oleg Perlman, Kavita Singh Mokha, Olubunmi
Jones-Omotoso, Antonio L. Pereira, Sherry Sung

of your peers, it is important that you participate in the process, that you
make your voice heard. /I

CODtributors
Arlene Au-Yeung, Trevor Brookins, Damian
Griffin, Jeanette Jacome, John Johnson, Lynn M.,
Ijeoma Matthew, Saumya Sinha, Mia Samll, Tara
Smith

In case no one noticed, this country is supposed to be run democratically
and our student government is supposed to be chosen in similar fashion.
Shouldn't we have a choice.os to whether or not we want to have the same

Plwtegraphy

-

All work except printing is done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate students, All typed and signed contributions and letters, accompanied.by a disk, are welcome,
and should be mailed to the above address (or E-mail
address). .
Our office is open during regular school hours. Any display or advertising questions should be directed to the
Advertising Manager at the above address.

"[Baruch] is at the dawn ofa great new era. "
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The Ticker is published weekly, fifteen times
a semester, by The Ticker editorial staff at:
360 Park Ave. South, New York, ~y 10010,
Room 1522,
the_ ticker@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

If anyone is ready to have Baruch become the fascist leg of CUNY, please
sign here...

-

-~

Graceann Hall, Kennyatta Pious, Hubert Reyes

week-old stale bread or a fresh-out-of-the-oven baked loaf?

... -

Present
Meanings

lyonezz@hotmaiJ.~om

referendum being raised by USG concerning our student activity fees.

L- _

get full financial aid and a check back from
anywhere between $100-$900 back per semester. Sure ifl had that luck, I'd have all the time
i~ the world to join clubs too, but we don't all
have that luxury do we? Most of the people
who don't join clubs don't get any financial aid,
we have to work to pay for our education. To

obnoxious. Once, there, I witnessed this poor
girl, who walked into the office, approached
the desk and there w~ nobody there. From the
back, someone yelled out, "Can I help you?"
So the student had to describe her situation in
front of whole room of students listening to
her, Have they heard of privacy? And what

that we don't use is downright unjustified.

ly there either. Baruch should stop worrying
about the diversity of their professors, and
think about a little courtesy training, for their
office staff.
And while I'm ranting here, what about when
you try to call one of the offices and the
machine reroutes you to a whole different universe. and you can't even find the destination
because the rude office staff never picks up the
telephone.
The Bursars are nor.only rude, they are stupid too: The lines would never be so long if
they would be wise enough not to send you a
letter that there is a hold on Jyour records
because their computer discovered near the end
of the semester that you owe 50 cents. Not
only has this happened to me. it happened
twice. I know several people who' ve also had
the same problem. One girl owed 25 cents; It
practically costs them more to notify you then
what you owe them. Then to pay 50 cents, you
have to wait 20-40 minutes So fellow students, you've all been there. let Baruch hear
your voices. Don't treat us like animals. we
deserv e respect!'!

•

In response to "Name Withheld" in the
March 13 issue [Ticker Issue 6, Vol 77], who
was responding to my earlier letter in a previous issue; my point wasn't to say that student
clubs and sports should be abolished. I was
only trying to state that it was unfair that the
student government is considering doubling
the student activity fees for evening students.
Many evening students work during the day
and are not likely to be able to participate in
any clubs, and i-t is not fait- that they should
have to pay so much.
You stated that we cannot think about ourselves as individuals but as a whole student
body, that is very noble of you. but are you
going to pay my tuition for me? In this society
:- ou have to think of yourself first. you won't
give up your home to a homeless person
because they don't have one, and you de. Sure
2' ou can say, what about the people who do
hav e time to participate in clubs and activ ities?
! think certain activities are beneficial to students. and I'm not against them. I just don't
\\ ant them increasing the fees.
Most people who are abie to participate In
the clubs are freshmen and sophomores. \\ ho

'.
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Shedding Light on
Some Obscure Words
By Damian Griffin
Contributing Writer
Language is a powerful force. It is a prime
part of culture, and its symbolic qualities make
it even more important than if it were only a
means of conveying necessary information.
That is why, if one wishes to keep abreast of
our culture it is critical to pay close attention to
how it is used and how it is changing. This
does not simply entail listening for the next
phat word, but looking for signals from the language itself; signals that may portend our
future or more clearly represent our actual present state.
Last week. while reading Jonathan Swift's
Tale of a Tub, first published in 1704. I came
across a use of the word "invest" that had never
before presented itself to me. In one of his
descriptions of religions, Swift refers to one
that sees the universe as a giant suit of clothes
that "invests the world in greenery and blue
waters." It made perfect sense. In Spanish the
verb "vestir" means "to dress." Webster's lists
"to clothe, also to don" as an obscure defini-

Follow the
lead...
By HaS3Di Gittens
Op-Eds Editor ~-Last week, as I was being kicked out of the
360 building, one of Baruch's Finest said he
was "just doing his job,"
Immediately, of
course, this made me think of the Nazis. Some
of their officers and soldiers used this as an
excuse when put on trial after WWII. Most of
them died as old men in prison cells,
Still, I smiled and wondered if "following
orders" is a valid enough reason to do something your heart ~ight otherwise keep you
from doing.
To think of some positive examples, take the
case garbagemen; they risk permanent damage
to their olfactory senses because they have a

9

Sincerely,
Lynn M.

How Rude! Students
Second That Emotion
On Bursar's and
Other Offices.
Hi, I'm writing about the "Rocket Science at
the Bursars Office" letter in your latest issue
[Ticker March 13. Issue 6, Vol. 77]. I totally
agree about the rude service that students
receive at the bursars.
i don't think the bad treatment is directed
only to Asian students; I noticed that the bad
treatment is universal. It's also not just the
Bursars that has bad service.
Has anybody been to the School of Business'
Office of Curricular Guidance before': The
counselors are pretty nice. but have you spoken
to the staff that works there? They're loud and

Mayra, Ellen, and Heather

tion of the word. It comes from the Latin
"investire" which means clothe or enshroud.
The more common meaning. of course, has
to do with the purchasing of stock or the lending of money in expectation of returns. When
somebody plunks down $500 on some stock
through an on-line broker, the last thing that he
or she is thinking about is the obscure meaning
of the word "invest.' But 10, the language is
speaking to us.
The front page of the "Wall Street Journal"
these days never lacks the IPO of some new
internet stock that has shot up well beyond its
initial expectations. But the common understanding is that these companies are not earning any profits. Even big ones like
Amazon.com are in the red. A recent prospectus for a company that was about to go public
spelled out very clearly' that it turned no profit,
nor did it expect to at any time soon. This
means that the investor cannot reasonably
expect to receive any dividends on her investment, at least not any generated by the workings of the actual company. Instead, the
investor has to hope for other people to invest
in the company, thereby driving up the stock
and allowing the early investor to sell off the
stock and turn a profit. In this way. the
investor is actually investing in the company
and its employees. The money that is invested
must, since the company is losing money, go to
clothe the employees.
What other obscure meanings of words are
going to come back up on us? If our language
is returning to the past to find its meaning,
what can we expect in our own future? Listen
closely and find out.

A Few words on
Marketing Expo
Hey there.,.

Wanna comment on the recent Marketing
Expo conducted by the Marketing Society:
Overall. it was pretty satisfactory except for
the fact that the whole deal was as unorganized
as it can get.
Students were crowded outside tnt:
Conference Center and the pre-assigned time
slots did not mean a thing... One waited tor along as 90-minutes for his next appointment
when it was supposed to be a 20-minute gap
Nervous Marketing. Society members, also
serving as attendants to the waiting students,
often showed signs of disorientation due to the
nerve-racking anticipation of their own interviews.
I would give the Marketing Society credit for
their etTort... But their effort could've been better.
A participant of the Expo.
John Johnson

job to do. Firemen (1 should stop saying "man" and say "-people" or '"-persons," but lets
get real) also risk life and limb as part of their
job, following orders.
In fact, society as a whole might just break
down and crumble if people stopped following
orders, And we wouldn't want that now, would
we?
It would indeed be a horrid state of affairs if
people started using their intellect and reason-lrfg aoilityro-uckle the various situations ofthe
world. Add a little courage and a drop of
human kindness and you'd have sheer bedlam
on your hands, no doubt.
Without authority from on high to tell us what
to do we'd have to resort to using our own
minds, feelings and experiences to judge any
given moment. Or even, judge not. The agony.
The horror...
In the end then, I'd say "following orders" is
a valid excuse for doing something, but it is
just that, an excuse. Besides, it is personal
judgment which leads one to follow orders.
Nevertheless, for all you footsoldiers, here is
my order to you: Follow your heart.

••
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Student Volunteers Offer Tax Services
To Peers and Surrounding Communities

....

VITA Prepares Students to Go Into Neighborhoods
Dara A. Abrams
Business Writer

9imdi30t#
360 11M, f(pom 1436
12:30pm - 2:30pm

'Tis the season...the tax season that is.
For those of you who get nervous at the
sight of those intimidating tax forms, can't
afford to pay H&R Block or don't have a computer to install "Turbo Tax" or "Rapid Refund"
software, there is a solution. Now you can get
your taxes done on campus for free.
Baruch College's Golden Key National
Honor Society, in conjunction with Fleet Bank,
is sponsoring the Volunteer Income T~
Assistance program. VIT~ an IRS-supported
program, is available in room 205 of the 23rd
street building Tuesday-Thursday from lOam.
to 8 p.m.
V-I:rA was- started-in Baruch- by an accounting major seven or eight years ago, according
to Ronald Aaron, dean of students. This student
along with two other students caught wind of
VITA and inquired about having a site on campus. Baruch has been a site location ever since.
Golden Key National Honor Society has since
taken over coordinating the program.
With the funds donated by Fleet Bank,
Baruch is allowed to advertise the service in
community papers and reun1mrse- carfare for
student volunteers who go to work at sites on
the weekends. The Baruch students who volunteer on campus
during . the
week do not get
a
stipend
because they
volunteer
between classes.
Aaron, who
is
Golden
Key's advisor,
also
directs
VITA in doing
the background
work.
Since
there is a high
turnover rate of
students, Aaron
is the infonnational source of
Baruch's VITA
site.
According
to Aaron, VITA is one of the largest volunteer
programs in CUNY. "It's a win-win situation .
for everyone involved because it gives students
an opportunity to work with others while getting volunteer experience that companies look
favorably on, and it is convenient for the clients
who can't afford a personal accountant".
The original plan behind VITA was to go
inside different communities and reach those
who can not afford to pay to have their taxes

Sponioretfby 'lJtzruOl,!Jfr.atth,~ CtJrmsefina Ctnttt; 7Gifett!t
Offta o/'Stul!ent.Lije
in ~tion. t1fWomen~ 56stoty 9Llmth.
1Dr9llote l~ Cotdat.t:
~ ~ (Jf SDfurrI11llIIUlbJi

(212) 802-6710
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done, according to Aaron.
Many such communities have large populations of new immigrants. Since i}aruch has
such a diverse student population, Aaron commented, that it is an ideal setting for such a pro-

I'

Aaron also noted that Baruch students come
from many of these same communities and are
familiar with the dialect Our students, he con-

eluded, can connect better with the people.
Russian students are able to go into the Russian
communities, the Spanish into the Spanish
communities, the Chinese into the Chinese
communities, etc. This is also better for the per-

son having their taxes done because they may
feel more comfortable with someone whom
they can more relate to, according to Aaron.
The Baruch VITA site, as well as several
other sites, are coordinated and directed by four
Baruch students atrd VITA volunteers Christina
Vaca, Lily Xie, Marlene Sandoval and Monica
Carrera. Because of past experience, Vaca says, they
know how the program should function, and
work towards that
goal. Because they
are facilitators of the
program they usually
do not prepare taxes,
but with Baruch
being the most wellknown site in the city
(because it was the
first
established)
they usually have a
large volume of
clients. If this happens, the coordinators, instead of merely overseeing, can
help
with
the
process.

There are qualifications that students must meet to
qualify as a volunteer. Even if someone was trained in the past they are not able to
work at a VITA site until they re-do tax training. This has to be done before every tax season by the IRS to ensure the volunteer's competency in preparing taxes.
Each January, the IRS provides two all-day
training sessions for anyone who wants to volunteer. This is followed by a rigid take-home
certification exam. Those who pass the exam
can become certified tax preparers.
Although the students might have taken
courses related to taxation and academically
have the ability to prepare taxes privately, it is
discouraged because -the traming does not have .
enough substance to allow them to do this.
This year, because of the IRS's apologetically-slow response in certifying exameners, the
program was not able to start in the first week
of March as it usually does. Instead it started on
March 1Sth and will continue until April 17.
On every tax fonn completed, the volunteer
has to write "VITA" along with the site number
in the box marked- "Preparer's Signature." This
rs and
don't have to worry about problems that might
arise on that particular year's taxes. Each completed tax form with a VITA inscription at the

bottom is reviewed by two separate tax professionals before processing. They search for and
correct any inaccuracies or discrepancies that
might have crept in while being prepared. For
those of you planning to cheat on your taxes,
you might want to have
your taxes done elsewhere.
Aside
from
Baruch there are 10 othe;
locatior-'
VITA
site
throughout the five boroughs. These sites provide
services on different days
at different hours, so someone can choose which time
and location is convenient
for them.
your
Having
taxes prepared at a VITA
site usually takes about 3045 minutes, and with a normal volume of
clients it's approximately a 20 minute wait,
according to Vaca.
VITA is a service open to the general public;

..

"It is convenient
for--the-elients
tNho
can't afford a P!Jrsonal accountant. "
-

not just CUNY students. The only catch is that
volunteers do not have years of extensive training and are only taught the basics. Therefore,
they are not allowed to prepare a 1040 tax form
or anything with itemized deductions. They
are, however, able to prepare the more standard
1040EZ and 1040A forms.
Anyone interested in utilizing this service
should remember to bring their social security
number, along with the social security numbers
of anyone being claimed, W-2's, 1099 and bank
statements, unemployment compensation statements, receipts and if possible a copy of your
previous year's tax returns.
C

)
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Men's Baseball Team Gears Up ·For Season
Opener
.
team and then playing poorly and losing to
weaker opponents. This has been its history
and it must cease playing like that in order to
be a true contender for the CUNY championship.
Baseball like basketball and many other
sports, is a cerebral game. Players must be
ready to think as well as react instinctually to
different situations. An advantage for Losche
is that he is returning most of his core team
from last year. The challenge is to build off of
last year's season. The veteran players have to
be ready to step up and guide the other players,
all while improving individually and collectively.
At press time, the team has just left Baruch for
a scrimmage against Kingsborough college.
By the time this article comes out, the
Statesmen will have played _their regular season opener against Coopers Union. The team
is ready for the season and to reiterate Losche's
words, all things considered, the team should
have a good year.
This promises to be a great season, so please
come out and support the team. For any info
about game locations and game times, please
contact Ralph Sirianni at (212) 387-1274.

By Kenyatta Pious
.Sports Editor

....

.._

The men's baseball team won its first scrimmage game for the 2000 season against Bronx
Community college. The Statesmen won in a
rout, leaving Bronx Community scoreless, 6-0.
This game marked the debut of new head
coach, Scott Losche who took over the reigns
earlier this year. Losche, who was the assistant
coach last year, has a lot of work to do to bring
this team to that level of championship conitender and hopefully, champion.
In an earlier interview this year, Losche said
tr.:I! he is sure his team will fair well this year.
He added that as long as his guys give him the
dedication that he and the rest of the staff
demand, the wins and overall team improvement will come. Moreover, Losche noted that
two of the team's biggest problems have been
consistency and learning to close out games.
The team traditionally has not had that "killer
instinct" at the end of games and consequently
made a lot of unforced errors.
The team needs to play well for longer
stretches of time as opposed to going on a
streak that includes winning against a tough

Tbe Baruch baseball team poses for this group picture last spring. At the top left hand
comer is the new head coach, Scott Loscbe. (photol Kenyatta Pious)

Under Fire, Jon Minner's Retaliates
"

By Jon MiDnen
Arts Editor
Hey Yo! You know, people seem to like to piss
me off. There is so much propaganda in this
school that it makes me sick. For instance, let's
talk about the women's basketball team.
Certain people did not like the fact that The
Ticker reported the hefty loss the team suffered. These people thought that it was wrong
that the paper reported the score because it
made the team look bad. Well, last I checked,
we are a newspaper; not a propaganda piece.
You want to not look bad, well then stop looking bad.
Last issue, I received a resfk>nse from Bob
DiNardo, the women's basketball coach. Mr.
DiNardo spent ample time writing a lengthy
piece -about me when he should have been
spending more time thinking up ways to make
his team better. Thank you. I like when people
feel so emotional from something I write that
they need to respond. The pen is mightier than
the sword. So use that pen to come up with better plays that utilize all the team's strong points
so that it loses by less points.
Before you get all mad, you should realize

that you have missed the whole point of my
column. It is not to be nice. That's my gimmick; and it must be working because people
who don't even like sports come up to me and
say they rove my stories (keep those e-mails
coming). So, keep that in mind when I write
that it was "pretty damn cool" that Staten
Island won by almost 100 points. I'd be pretty
damn happy to see Baruch do the same, so not
saying the same for Staten Island would make
me a hypocrite. Also, you can't complain about
the Staten Island team because you do not
know what you would do in their position until
you are in the position to win by 100 points,
(keep practicing).
Now, I know all about your plight. One of our
staff members quit your team. I know all about
the women's basketball squad and the problems they have had to overcome and they
deserve a lot of credit for doing so. But to use
that as an excuse is wrong.
I saw a movie called Love and Baslcetball a
few days ago. The female lead did not know
how to play basketball before getting the part.
She practiced for five months with a coach and
her brother, and she was excellent in that
movie. It is said that she can kick some serious

ass on the courts. Me and my friends played
basketball for less than five months before we
were able to beat myoid high school basketball
team. Several players thought I was playing for
years and wondered why I never joined the
team. In my quest to be the best, I had to overcome 21-2 losses and move on. I took the kick
in the ass and played harder.
Maybe it is possible you don't know my
extraordinary situation. You make assumptions
about me without better serving yourself by
actually taking the time too see what it takes to
put this column together. You insult my ability
to report without ever coming to one of my
practices (I meditate. MMMM...You suck, and
so forth. It's a lot of hard work to think of new
ways to say someone sucks).
I do applaud your basketball team's efforts to
come together as a team. I applaud the fact that
they will never waiver and keep on trying. I
still think Mr. DiNardo and his team should
learn something. Yes, this is an institution of
higher learning, and I guess school athletics is
a learning experience too. College prepares
you for the real world. In the real world, there
are no handouts and people get blown out by
100 points without any consideration from
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THIS JUST IN...
By KeDyatta Pious
Sports Editor
The men's tennis team is readying itself for
the beginning- of the season. Theseason opens
on March 25th. The team has lost almost its
entire team from last year and is heavily
recruiting.
CoaGh Florin requests all those who are interested to come and try-out. The team accepts
varying skill levels, i.e, novice, advanced etc.
Coach Florin thinks that as long as be has a
nice core unit of players who are willing to
learn and reach that next level, the team will be
~.
fine.
. __ __ ~,
In other news, the women's baseball team is
also looking for more players. The team has a

~~.

their co-workers, rivals arid bosses. My advice
is to suck it up, move on and learn to take some
criticism. I sure as hell enjoyed what you had
to say to me, but my column would be better
served talking about how much John Rocker
sucks or how happy I am to see St. John's win
the Big East title.
I applaud your hard work and think you are
doing a fine job trying to build a team from
scratch, and my comments were not there to
undermine your efforts. Your comments, on the
other hand, attempted to discredit me as a
writer. I have been writing for many years. My
kindergarten writing teacher told me I had a
future. I took those words to heart and have
written ever since. I have earned the respect of
co-writers, teachers, readers, entertainment
companies and even the people I insult.
I'm having fun in my final year at Baruch.
And while this year is extremely hard, I have
never, in all my years of writing, enjoyed a
year more than this one, and I have never been
more proud to write and edit with a group of
people like the ones at The Ticker (weep).
Later.
Mr. Minners is not the Women s Baslcetball
Coach.
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than Baruch in the overall standings. This
By Kenyatta Pious
means that the conference is a bit lopsided with
Sports Editor
three powerhouses in Lehman, Hunter and
new coach, Penny Weiner, who was the old
The Baruch men's volleyball team is now last
CCNY while the rest of the teams are
women's basketball coach. Weiner affirms that
in the standings in CUNYAC with a .158 permediocre. Baruch just needs to ready itself for
she is ready for the season and its inherent
centage. The team is 0-10 in CUNY and 3-16
a burst in the playoffs and hope for the best.
challenges: teaching the ladies the game and
overall, The volleybaJl team has a losing
Stranger things have happened!
getting up to speed in terms of level of skill
streak of three games.
At press time; the Statesmen will be playing
. since this is the team's first year after being a
Last week, the team lost three matches:
against Lehman in a couple of hours. The
club team last year. The season for the
Brooklyn college 3-1, Hunter 3-0 and CCNY
Statesmen's next game is on Wednesday the
women's softball team opens on March 28th.
3-0. Baruch's three wins were against Cooper
22nd at York. For more infonnation on games
On a final note, the annual intramural basketUnion 3-0, Webb 3-0 and Yeshiva 3-0.
or perhaps you wish to play for the team, conDespite the team's record, the team is still
ball tournament has just began. The toumatact Ralph Sirianni at (212) 387-1274. Come
ment is held on the seventh floor gymnasium
optimistic. The team understands that because
out and support your. Statesmen!
of the 23rd street building. At press time, it
of the players who left and the injury bug, it
may still be possible to sign up as a team or
has been forced into a rebuilding phase. But by
individual.
no means should the Statesmen be ruled out as
The tournament games are played every
contenders.
11mrsday-cturing ctob-1'a()urs~-rOtmore -infor~--'---Fourteamsm tfie-comerence~NYCTecJmjcar;'mation on any of these subjects, please contact
York, Brooklyn and John Jay are under .500
Ralph Sirianni at (212) 387-1274.
and these same teams have only one more win
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